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The crisp, honeycomb texture of waffles and the golden delicacy of pancakes are the perfect base

for a host of delectable tastes. In The Best of Waffles & Pancakes, Jane Stacey has gathered a

delicious assortment of recipes for just about every occasion. Incorporating whole grains, nuts, fresh

fruits, and vegetables, she serves up favorites such as German Apple Pancake, Buttermilk Waffles,

and Sourdough Pancakes, as well as inspired new lunch and dinner creations -- Cheddar & Onion

Waffles with Chutney, Sweet Corn Cakes. Desserts couldn't be more tempting, from Belgian

Waffles with Strawberries & Cream to Caramel-Pecan Waffles to Chocolate Crepes. Regional and

ethnic influences are represented as well in such flavorful and hearty recipes as Blue Corn

Pancakes, Potato Pancakes with Roasted Garlic, and Wild Rice & Smoked Cheddar Pancakes.With

more than 45 inspired recipes and full-color photographs, The Best of Waffles & Pancakes is proof

that these two wonderful foods are much more than simple breakfast fare.
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Wonderful! Every recipe I've tried in this little cookbook---from spinach and gruyere crepes to baked

German apple pancakes---has been a big winner. While this book would make an excellent gift to

accompany a waffle maker (as other reviewers mention), it also goes beyond waffles. It has both

sweet and savory items, and tasty recipes for dishes good any time of the day.

This is a GREAT little book to accompany a Belgian waffle maker as a gift. I have 3 daughters and



they all were thrilled with their makers and this book for Christmas.Waffles aren't just for breakfast

anymore!

This recipe book is small and short but represents a wide variety of recipes. The pictures are

beautiful and the recipes are clear. I love the inclusion of savory recipes.

this little book has pictures with ideas for garnishments; not just syrup and butter. I am one who is

inspired by the pictures; I won't by a cookbook without it and looking at the pictures in this book

makes you want to start cooking! The first recipe I tried turned out great tasting too, plus no hard to

find ingredients.

These cookbooks are part of larger Christmas gifts. Four family members are receiving waffle irons

with all the fixings. Because I have plenty of time before the holidays, I've tried a few of the recipes

and the waffles were great. My husband and I are enjoying each experiment. I know the waffle gifts

will be a tasty hit.

Have tried several of the recipes - always good. Have gifted the book twice with a waffle maker and

a couple of utensils - great shower gift. Biggest reason for me to own it - display it front and center

of my cookbook collection. It is attractive and very small - a great addition with fabulous pictures to

accompany delicious recipes.

I purchased this book to use in a gift basket. I put it with a waffle maker and some flavored syrup. It

was a good finishing touch for the basket which I donated to a local nursing home for them to raffle

off.

A tiny little book that looks sooo cute! And with well described recipes in it!! Happy with the

purchase,which was made with a Black and Decker Waffle maker. Awesome combination!! :)
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